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Pineapple Pro Tip 
Sweet No/Low Cost Appreciation Ideas 

1. Put 10 pennies in your pocket. Each time you recognize someone, remove a penny. The goal is to have no 

pennies left at the end of the day. (Or use lotto tickets instead and give them to the people you recognize.) 

2. Send someone a group card with https://www.kudoboard.com/  It’s AWESOME!! 

3. Have lunch or coffee with an associate to find out their story, goals, and dreams. Find how you can help 

them achieve those goals.  

4. Create a High Five Board where associates can trace and cut out their hand and write a shout out for 

another team member.  

5. Create a social media post about your team or associate and why they make your team AWESOME! Make 

sure to tag them so all their friends see how much they are appreciated!  

6. Set up special mentor time to help associates reach their goals or learn something new.  

7. Create a “spotlight” board in the associate areas and highlight a new associate each month. 

8. Here’s a real Sweet idea … Send snail mail. It is so rare, which makes it all the more fun to receive! 

9. I Meme it! Use a free meme creator and catch your staff off guard by creating a funny, personalized meme 

about them. Create a poster and hang it or send them out via email.  

10. Create a Motivational Mascot! Find a fun trophy, stuffed animal, or figurine that represents awesomeness! 

Each  day, the associate who has it gets to display with pride and then give it to another Cracker Jack to 

keep for the day! 

11. The ever-loved Potluck! Everyone can show off their cooking chops and have some fun together without 

breaking the bank! Create a cookbook from everyone’s recipes. 

12. Fresh and Juicy!  Create Free Pass coupons! Work from home, skip a meeting, leave one hour early, etc. 

13. Share what you have! Do you have a garden to share fruits and veggies, a skill you can teach either in 

person or via video. 

14. One person’s trash is another person’s treasure! Gather things you don’t need any longer? Bring it in and 

host an auction with pretend money or by asking trivia or work-related questions, what is the GUEST model.  

15. Be thoughtful! Find an article about something that interests the person you are appreciating!  Let them 

know you saw this and thought of them. I love your unique passions! 

16. Picnic time! Set up some fun outdoor games and either provide lunch of have everyone bring a lunch and 

host a picnic together. Make room for a little fun and play some games! 

17. Yes Is the Answer! Share a book that you have and would like to pass on! Add a note of why you think this 

person would enjoy it and what they mean to you! 

18. Be Sweet! Bake your team some homemade treats! 

19. Race to the finish line! Schedule an appreciation run/walk. Cheer each other on and share thanks for what 

they do! Create homemade shirts with individual accomplishments. 

https://www.kudoboard.com/
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20. Wear a Crown and Lead from the Heart: This idea is the bomb.com! Each holiday season, I sent a letter 

addressed to the family of my associate. The letter thanked them for sharing their family member with us, 

and I detailed their accomplishments from the year. I would include pictures, customer comments, 

achievements, sales wins, and how valuable they are to our team. I would create a file for each associate, 

and throughout the year, add positive information. This is an intentional investment of your team—and it 

takes focus and time; however, let me tell you, the appreciation the ENTIRE family feels are second to none. 

I even recall one of my bellmen leaving me a tear-filled voicemail the day his family received their letter—

and that, my friends, is Leading from the Heart!  


